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The Soft-Feedback Equalizer for Turbo Equalization
of Highly Dispersive Channels
Renato R. Lopes and John R. Barry, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The complexity of a turbo equalizer based on the
Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm is manageable only
for mildly dispersive channels having a small amount of memory.
To enable turbo equalization of highly dispersive channels, we
propose the soft-feedback equalizer (SFE). The SFE combines
linear equalization and soft intersymbol-interference cancellation.
Its coefficients are chosen to minimize the mean-squared error
(MSE) between the equalizer output and the transmitted sequence,
under a Gaussian approximation to the a priori information and
the SFE output. The resulting complexity grows only linearly with
the number of coefficients, as opposed to the quadratic complexity
of previously reported minimum-MSE structures. We will see
that an SFE-based turbo equalizer consistently outperforms
another structure of similar complexity, and can outperform a
BCJR-based scheme when complexity is taken into account.
Index Terms—Decision-feedback equalization, interference cancellation, minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGHLY dispersive channels arise in a wide variety of communications systems, including microwave links, powerline communications, magnetic recording, twisted pairs, and
coaxial cables. In such systems, the channel impulse response
can span tens or even hundreds of symbol periods. How can
these systems profit from a turbo equalizer [1], [2]? The conventional approach to turbo equalization uses a soft-input softoutput (SISO) equalizer based on the forward–backward algorithm of Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek, and Raviv (BCJR) [3], but the
computational complexity of this algorithm increases exponentially with the channel memory. This has motivated the development of reduced-complexity alternatives to the BCJR equalizer, such as the soft interference cancellers proposed in [4]–[9].
These structures use a linear filter to equalize the received sequence. The output of this filter contains residual intersymbol
interference (ISI), which is estimated based on the a priori information, and then cancelled.
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In this letter, we propose the soft-feedback equalizer (SFE),
a low-complexity structure that enables turbo equalization for
highly dispersive channels. The SFE is also based on filtering
and cancellation of residual ISI. However, unlike the interference cancellers of [4]–[9], the SFE uses a structure similar to
a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE), combining the equalizer
outputs and a priori information to form more reliable estimates
of the residual postcursor ISI. As in [6]–[9], the SFE coefficients
are computed so as to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE)
between the equalizer output and the transmitted symbol. However, the coefficients of the minimum-MSE (MMSE) structures
in [6]–[9] have to be computed anew for every symbol, even
when the channel is static, resulting in a per-symbol complexity
that is quadratic in the length of the equalizer. In contrast, by
adopting a simple statistical model for the equalizer outputs and
a priori information, we obtain a time-invariant, linear-complexity MMSE equalizer. As in [6]–[9], the resulting equalizer
coefficients depend on the quality of the equalizer output and
the a priori information.
We will see that in special cases, the SFE reduces to the
MMSE linear equalizer, the MMSE DFE, and the interference
canceller. We will show that, when computational complexity
is taken into account, an SFE-based turbo equalizer can outperform a BCJR-based turbo equalizer. Finally, we will see that
the SFE consistently outperforms the linear-complexity structure proposed in [9].
The remainder of the letter is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the problem addressed in this letter. In Section III, we propose the SFE. In Section IV, we show some simulation results. Finally, in Section V, we draw some concluding
remarks.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the transmission of a sequence of coded and
through a channel whose
interleaved symbols
output at time is given by

(1)
is the channel impulse response with memory , and
where
where
is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variand
are known to the receiver.
ance . We assume that
For notational ease, we restrict our presentation to the binary
. The results
phase-shift keying (BPSK) alphabet,
can be extended to other alphabets using the techniques described in [7].
We consider a receiver using turbo equalization, whereby a
SISO equalizer interacts with a SISO error-control decoder. The
decoder provides a priori information to the equalizer, in the
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Fig. 1. An SFE-based turbo equalizer.

form of the logarithm of the ratio of the a priori probabilities,
loosely known as the a priori log-likelihood ratio (LLR)

(2)
Our goal is to design an equalizer that, given
and
, computes the logarithm of the ratio
of the a posteriori probabilities, loosely known as the full LLR

(3)
The equalizer then passes the so-called extrinsic LLR
to the error-control decoder. Note that
is not a function
[9].
of
III. THE SOFT-FEEDBACK EQUALIZER
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed SFE in the
context of a turbo equalizer. In this figure, the received signal
is first filtered by a linear filter , whose output contains
residual ISI. At time , when the equalizer seeks to estimate
, the a priori information
for the interfering symbols,
as well as the previous equalizer outputs, are used to estimate
and cancel the residual ISI. Specifically, let

(4)
be a soft estimate of the th transmitted symbol. The SFE feeds
of the future interfering symbols
the estimates

through the filter , whose output is an estimate of the anticausal (precursor) part of the residual ISI at the output of . This
estimate is then subtracted from the output of , effectively cancelling the precursor ISI.
We could also use to cancel the postcursor ISI, as is done
in [4]–[9]. However, at time , the extrinsic information of
, has already been computed
previous symbols,
by the equalizer. With these values, we may compute the full
, which provides a better estimate
LLR
than the a priori LLR
alone. Thus, instead of
of
to cancel postcursor interference, the SFE uses
using
for
. These estimates are fed
through the filter , whose output is then an estimate of the
causal (postcursor) part of the residual ISI at the output of .
This idea is similar in spirit to the principle behind a DFE.
A DFE-based structure was also proposed in [9], but it feeds
back hard decisions on the equalizer output, without combining
them with the a priori information. A DFE system was also
proposed in [10], but it does not use the a priori information to
cancel precursor ISI.
We now follow the strategy of [4]–[9] to compute the extrinsic
information that the equalizer must pass on to the decoder. To
that end, let the equalizer output (after cancellation) be written
as

(5)
, and where
is the channel
where
noise and residual ISI still present in . Although
depends
, it is clear from (5) and the definition of
that
on
is independent of . Following [4]–[9], let us further assume
that is a sequence of independent and identically distributed
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Gaussian random variables with variance
given
is given by

785

. Then, the LLR of

(6)

can be modeled as coming
Now, assume as in [13] that
from an equivalent AWGN channel with signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR)
, i.e.,
, where
.
Conditioning on
, it follows that
, so
we get

Recall that the filters and are strictly anticausal and causal,
respectively. This implies that
is not a function of . Thus,
will be considered as extrinsic LLR.

(13)
where we have introduced the function

A. The SFE Coefficients
We now compute the time-invariant filters , , and
that
. To that end, we write the SFE
minimize the MSE
as
output
(7)
where

,

,
,
,
, and
and
determine the lengths of the filters. Now, assume
when
,
that
and that
and
[14].
Then, following steps similar to the derivation of a traditional
MMSE-DFE, it is easy to show that the minimum MSE values
are given by [14]
of , , and
,

(8)
(9)

(14)
Although there is no closed-form formula for
, it is a wellbehaved function that may be tabulated or computed by simple
numerical algorithms.
Note that the value of is needed in (13). Fortunately, can
be estimated easily and accurately from the a priori information.
Indeed, the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of
is given
by

(15)
A similar approach may be used to compute . Indeed, note
that
. Now, consider the Gaussian approximation
in (5) and (6), and let
be a parameter
(GA) to
that is twice the SNR of the equivalent AWGN channel that
generates . Then, using the GA to , we get that

(10)
where

is the

(16)

channel convolution matrix
Therefore, conditioning on
, and hence,
is given by

..
.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..
.

,

(11)
(17)

,
,
. The
vector
is the zeroth column of , where the columns of
are numbered as
. Also,
and
.
can be written as
.
The constant
The constant , needed in (6) to compute the extrinsic LLR
from the equalizer output, is shown in [14] to satisfy
. Thus, (6) reduces to
(12)

To determine
and

, we exploit the facts that that
, yielding

(18)
But this is problematic, because we need in order to compute
, while we need in order to compute , and thus . To find
both simultaneously, we propose that given an initial estimate
for , we compute

This equation implies that
whenever
, which
makes sense, since in this case, the effective noise variance is
.
zero,

(19)

B. Computing the Expected Values

(20)

Exploiting symmetries, it is not hard to see that
and
may be computed by conditioning on
. In other words,
, and
.

iteratively, until a stop criterion is met. The convergence behavior of this procedure is studied graphically in [14] through
plots of the value of at one iteration versus its previous value.
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It is shown that for one particular scenario, the iterative procedure in (19) and (20) presents a single fixed point and fast convergence. We have observed the same fast convergence and unimodal behavior in all scenarios we have studied.
To summarize, the SFE coefficients are computed in four
steps.
using (15).
1) Estimate
2) Estimate using the iterative procedure in (19) and (20).
and
using (13) and (17).
3) Compute
4) Compute the SFE coefficients using (8), (9), and (10).

C. Special Cases
The values of
and
are proportional to the SNR of the
and , respecequivalent AWGN channels that generate
tively, and hence reflect the quality of these channels. Furtherand through
.
more, the SFE coefficients depend on
as
, and
It is not hard to show that
as
[14]. Based on these observations, some interesting and intuitively pleasing conclusions may be drawn from
a careful inspection of (8)–(10).
(unreliable a priori information) and
• When both
(unreliable decisions), the SFE reduces to a conventional MMSE linear equalizer.
(unreliable a priori information) and
• When
(reliable decisions), the SFE reduces to a conventional
MMSE-DFE.
(reliable a priori information), the SFE
• When
reduces to a traditional ISI canceller. This is known to be
optimal when the interfering symbols are known, achieving
the matched-filter bound.

D. Turbo Equalization With the SFE
Note that the SFE coefficients depend on the quality of the a
priori information, which changes with each iteration in a turbo
equalizer. Thus, the SFE coefficients must be computed at the
beginning of every turbo iteration. However, this computation
may be simplified, and simple changes may be introduced to improve the performance of the turbo equalizer. We discuss these
changes below.
In (19) and (20), we proposed an iterative procedure to compute . If we used this strategy in a turbo equalizer, we would
have to repeat the iterative procedure for every turbo iteration.
However, we observed that no performance loss is incurred if
the iterations in (19) and (20) are used only in the first turbo iteration. In later turbo iterations, we may compute the equalizer
coefficients using the value from the previous turbo iteration.
is then computed and passed on to the
An updated value of
next turbo iteration.
Also, we have observed that the performance of an SFE-based
turbo equalizer may be improved if, instead of using (15) and
(18), we estimate and directly from the equivalent AWGN
and . This can be
channels that we assume that generate
done with the scalar channel estimator analyzed in [10], rebe the equalpeated here for convenience. Let
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izer output. Then, given initial estimates
estimated iteratively using

and

,

can be

(21)
where the index
refers to the turbo iteration. If we replace
by
in the equations above, we obtain an estimate
and required to compute are
for . The initial values
obtained from the iterative procedure of (19) and (20). For com, which reflects our initial approxputing , we set
imation that
is a Gaussian random variable whose variance
is equal to twice its mean.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of turbo
equalizers based on several different soft-output equalizers.
In all cases, the transmitted symbols are encoded with a recursive rate-1/2 convolutional encoder with parity generator
, followed by a random interleaver
whose length is equal to the block length. We assume that
the channel parameters are known to the receiver, and that
the error-control decoder is implemented using the BCJR
algorithm.
We begin by comparing the performance and complexity of
an SFE-based turbo equalizer to a BCJR-based turbo equalizer. We first use the same simulation scenario as [9], in which
message bits are encoded and transmitted through
. The perforthe channel
mance-complexity tradeoff is illustrated in Fig. 2 by plotting
complexity versus performance, where complexity is quantified by the total number of operations (additions and multiplications) required by each turbo equalizer (equalizer and decoder), and where performance is quantified by the value of
required to achieve a bit-error rate (BER)
of
. Each curve is parameterized by the number of turbo
iterations. We see from Fig. 2 that, for the channel of [9], the
BCJR-based turbo equalizer requires 1.4 times as many operand
ations as the SFE-based turbo equalizer with
to achieve a BER of
at
dB. On the
other hand, if we are limited to 400 operations, the SFE-based
that is 1.5 dB less than that
system can operate at an
made possible by the BCJR-based system.
In Fig. 2, we also show the performance-complexity
tradeoff for a Lorentzian magnetic recording channel
[15]. We use the
(MRC) with channel density
main nine taps of the MRC before the matched filter,
namely
, which encompass 99.6% of the
channel energy. For this channel, we use an SFE with
and
. The gap between the SFE- and the BCJR-based
systems is even more pronounced in this scenario. Not shown
in the figure is the performance of the exact MMSE equalizer
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the SFE- and HE-based turbo equalizers for the
MW channel.
Fig. 2. Complexity-performance tradeoff.

of [9] (EMMSE), because, according to [9, Table I], it is even
more complex than the BCJR equalizer for both of the scenarios
considered.
The channels considered above were short enough that the
BCJR equalizer was a feasible option. However, in channels
with long impulse responses, the complexity of the BCJR equalizer is prohibitive. To obtain the gains of turbo equalization in
these highly dispersive channels, low-complexity equalizers are
a must. Consider, for instance, the microwave (MW) channel of
[16]. For this example, we focus on the 44-tap section of this
channel, corresponding to samples 98–141. Furthermore, since
we are using a BPSK modulation, we use only the real part of
the channel. For such a long channel, the complexity of BCJR
additions and multiplications per symbol per itis roughly
eration, and even quadratic-complexity equalizers such as the
EMMSE are too complex. In cases like this, linear-complexity
equalizers such as the SFE and the hybrid equalizer (HE) of [9]
are the only feasible choices.
To determine the performance of the SFE- and HE-based
turbo equalizers for highly dispersive channels, we simulate the
message bits through the MW channel
transmission of
and through a power line channel (PLC). For the latter, we use
the first 58 taps of the channel in [17, Fig. 7], which correspond
to 99.9% of the total channel energy. We used equalizers with
and
for the MW channel, and with
and
for the PLC. For each value of
and every
30 codewords, we checked the total number of words detected in
error. If this number was greater than 200, or if more than 20 000
codewords were transmitted, we would stop running the simu. In Figs. 3 and 4, we plot the
lation for that particular
performance of the turbo equalizers based on the SFE and the
for the MW channel and the
HE, in terms of BER versus
PLC, respectively. In these figures, the gains of turbo equalization are clear, as evidenced by the performance gap between the
first and tenth iterations of both turbo equalizers with both channels. Furthermore, these figures also highlight the performance

Fig. 4. BER performance of the SFE- and HE-based turbo equalizers for the
PLC.

gains of the SFE-based turbo equalizer when compared to the
with the
HE-based turbo equalizer: 1.1 dB for a BER of
MW channel, more than 4 dB with the PLC. Finally, it is noteworthy that turbo equalization works better for the MW channel,
even though the performance at the first iteration is better for the
PLC.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed the SFE, a low-complexity structure that
enables turbo equalization for highly dispersive channels. In extreme cases, the SFE reduces to the MMSE linear equalizer, the
MMSE DFE, and the interference canceller. In the general case,
the SFE achieves a compromise between these canonical structures by choosing the equalizer coefficients according to the
quality of both the a priori information and the equalizer output.
When used as a building block in a turbo equalizer, the SFE will
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start out as a mixture of a linear equalizer or DFE, depending on
the channel SNR. As turbo iterations progress and the a priori
information becomes more reliable, the SFE will gradually and
automatically morph into an interference canceller.
We have seen that SFE-based turbo equalizers consistently
outperform other algorithms of similar complexity. We have
also seen that, on shorter channels for which the BCJR is feasible, an SFE-based turbo equalizer can outperform a BCJRbased equalizer when complexity is taken into account.
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